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Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Saying What You Mean - A Childrens Book About Communication Saying What You Mean Without Being Mean.
Marceta Reilly. How to give a colleague feedback that will both promote change and preserve your professional Say
what you mean & mean what you say Dr. Simon Du Toit It is really quite simple: say what you mean and mean
what you say. If I had a nickel for every time I uttered these words to my clients, my Saying what you mean, meaning
what you say: language - NCBI Say What You Mean [Rudolf Franz Flesch] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The Importance Of Saying What You Mean - LawAdvisor saying what you mean is about consistency
between ones thoughts and words. It is a plea to be honest, to truthfully represent ones understanding, state or intent
when describing it verbally. meaning what you say is usually about consistency between ones words and subsequent
related behaviour or actions. How to Say What You Mean without Sounding Like Youre Mean : Japanese Verbs:
Saying What You Mean (9781426911880): Tim R. Matheson: Books. Say What You Mean and Do What You Say
HuffPost Cutler, A. (1974). On saying what you mean without meaning what you say. In M. Galy, R. Fox, & A. Bruck (
Eds. ), Papers from the Tenth Regional Meeting, Say What You Mean - Charles Blenzig Songs, Reviews, Credits
Cognition. 1987 Nov27(2):181-218. Saying what you mean in dialogue: a study in conceptual and semantic
co-ordination. Garrod S, Anderson A. Say What You Mean Allison Weiss But dont be mean! Our least developed
skill is the ability to confront each other face to face, say what is in our hearts and minds, a How to Say What You
Mean Without Being Mean (with Pictures) In everything you do, he said pointing his finger at me, remember this:
Say what you mean and do what you say. If you do that, he Say What You Mean Mean What You Say Psychology
Today Enhancing influence through trust, credibility, and value. Saying What You Mean Without Being Mean ASCD Find GIFs with the latest and newest hashtags! Search, discover and share your favorite Say What You Mean
GIFs. The best GIFs are on GIPHY. Saying What You Mean: Joy Wilt Berry: 9780849981227: Amazon D. Figuring
Out if You and Your Partner Are Speaking the Same Language When to Say No or Not Now. By Toni Just Say No,
And Be Sure To Mean It. Saying what you mean. Finding it hard to be heard and understood? Catherine Jones
suggests a few key exercises that will encourage mutual What is the difference between saying what you mean and Quora Do You Say What You Mean? Psychology Today It is, Say what you mean, mean what you say, and do
what you say youll do. It is an expression that can guide everyone who adopts it well, Say What You Mean: Rudolf
Franz Flesch: 9780060112912 Everyone has different ways of communicating, but some styles make it more difficult
to say what you mean, mean what you say, and avoid How To Mean What You Say And Say What You Mean
HuffPost You have to mean what you say and say what you mean and then allow your partner to do the same. Here
are 5 steps to help you do just Catherine Jones on how to say what you mean Life and style The - 16 min Uploaded by TEDx TalksThis talk was given at a local TEDx event, produced independently of the TED Conferences. I
Saying what you mean - Coordination Problem Saying What You Mean [Joy Wilt Berry] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Explains verbal and nonverbal communication and describes Say What You Mean, Mean What You
Say. HuffPost In a time when opinions are key to almost any dialogue between people, you may wonder- whats the
best way to express yours? This simple Images for Saying What You Mean Saying what you mean. Peter Boettke. I
wonder how much better the academic matching market would work if people simply spoke their mind. Saying What
You Mean Enhancing influence through trust Say What You Mean by Allison Weiss, released 16 April 2013 1.
Making It Up 2. One Way Love 3. Nothing Left 4. I Was An Island 5. How To Be Alone 6. Wait For Say What You
Mean & Mean What You Say HuffPost On saying what you mean without meaning what you say Max People
need to be careful about how they express the impact their injuries have on their life. Because there is often a difference
between what you mean and How To Say What You Really Mean In Conversations - Fast Company Find album
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reviews, stream songs, credits and award information for Say What You Mean - Charles Blenzig on AllMusic - 1993 When one considers its great Say What You Mean GIFs - Find & Share on GIPHY Long, fancy words designed to
show off your intelligence and vocabulary are all very well, but they arent always the best words. In this short, playful
video Terin
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